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cifs direct-attached samba and nfs shares use cifs/nfs protocols which are simply not going to work. ms did not base
smb/nfs on non-standard protocols, but in this specific area, they only wrapped a common cifs/nfs concept. that said,
thats because ms sbs lets you tunnel internet through an sbs server. since sbs is not part of any standard, it doesnt

work from a non-sbs-providing computer, it doesnt work with regular client computers, and its not possible at all even
in that case. i imagine an upcoming standardization effort would require the new, funky protocols. ms isnt going to

create something to compete with it, since it already supports it. and all of them support what the rest of the
interwebs uses. so, theres little need for it. if there wasnt going to be a standards effort, all of it is basically

undocumented and undocumented. in a glassy eyed breakthrough, microsoft today struck a deal with skype to
incorporate the popular chat platform into microsofts windows 8 metro user interface and apps. skype customers will
reportedly be able to switch from windows 7 and windows 8 on-the-fly without losing their chats. it is pretty cool. its
the really, really complicated bits of ui, audio and video codecs, and core game engines that ordinary people dont

need to pay too much attention to and that are the most behind the curves. germany is already following america by
a distance when it comes to prism-style spying. according to an article on spiegel.de , germany is planning to draft a

law that will make it compulsory for service providers to give the government access to encrypted data.
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